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Noise mechanisms in superconducting tunnel-junction detectors
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We present a theory and measurements of noise mechanisms in superconducting tunnel-junction
detectors used as single-photon spectrometers. These mechanisms result from incomplete cooling of
the excited quasiparticles in the tunnel-junction electrode. Due to the incomplete cooling, only a
fraction of the initially created charge is collected by tunneling. Additional effects include reduced
dynamic resistance, voltage dependence of the integrated charge, and increased statistical
broadening of the signal. We demonstrate these noise mechanisms in our device, and show that they
explain the measured energy resolution of 25 eV at 5.9 keV. We also suggest ways to reduce their
contribution in future devices. ©2000 American Institute of Physics.@S0003-6951~00!03526-9#
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Superconducting tunnel-junction detectors~STJs! have
demonstrated significant promise as nondispersive, pho
counting spectrometers for a broad range of energies, 1
eV.1–4 Applications in astrophysics and materials analy
will benefit from the improved energy resolution, predict
to be 2.8 eV full width at half maximum~FWHM! at 6 keV
for absorption in a tantalum superconducting film. This
much better than can be achieved with conventional non
persive semiconductor detectors~'120 eV atE56 keV!.5

For visible photons, the ability of the STJ to provide ener
resolution for single photons is itself novel.6 STJs also pro-
vide photon timing and high quantum efficiency.

A photon incident on a STJ detector breaks Cooper p
and creates excess quasiparticles, the number of whic
proportional to the energy. The ideal energy resolution of
STJ is limited by the creation statistics of the single-elect
excitations~quasiparticles!; the FWHM energy resolution is1

DE52.355~FeE!1/2, ~1!

whereE is the incident photon energy,e is the energy re-
quired to create a single excitation, andF is the Fano factor.
We assume1 e'1.7D, where D is the energy gap in the
superconducting absorber, and1 F'0.2 for Ta, which is bet-
ter than uncorrelated creation statistics (F51). To date, the
energy resolution of STJ detectors above 1 keV is found
be larger than predicted, even when all previously kno
noise sources1 are considered. In the range below 1 keV, t
theoretical energy resolution is obtained once the kno
sources of noise are subtracted.2 However, this is for devices
with significant backtunneling, for which1 F'1.4. At higher
energies, something is missing in our understanding of
device physics. Guidance on design changes to achievF
50.2 in the visible/UV range may also be needed.

We report here three new noise mechanisms in STJ
tectors, all of which result from incomplete thermalization
the quasiparticles prior to tunneling. These include an
crease inDE due to~1! statistical noise related to the ca

a!Electronic mail: kenneth.segall@yale.edu; daniel.prober@yale.edu
b!Current address: LLNL, L-418, P.O. Box 808, Livermore, CA 94550.
c!Current address: NASA JPL, M/S 168-314, Pasadena, CA 91109.
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cellation of the tunneling current caused by reverse tunne
processes,~2! amplifier voltage noise, and~3! bias voltage
fluctuations. The last two of these are significant in our d
vices and, in general, at higher energies~.1 keV!. The first
is important at all energies. These mechanisms can imp
operational limits on performance, e.g., count rate and ju
tion size, which are intrinsic to the device physics. In ord
to achieve the intrinsic energy resolution, the device desi
must achieve better electron cooling.

In recent work, we developed a model for the dynam
and charge collection in our imaging detector.3 Here, we
apply this model to noise considerations. The device cons
of a Ta absorber 200mm long and two Al–oxide–Al tunnel
junctions, one at each end of the absorber. The band diag
of one of the junctions is shown in the inset of Fig. 1.
photon,E'6 keV, is absorbed in the Ta film and the resu
ing quasiparticles cool rapidly to the Ta gap energy (DTa

5700meV). They then diffuse to the two Al traps, wher
they enter at an energyDTa, cool toward the Al gap (DAl

5180meV) by phonon emission, and then tunnel. The in
grated excess current is the collected charge,Q5Ne
5*(I (t)2I dc)dt. The ratio of charge collected in the tw
traps gives a measure of the position of the photon abs
tion. The sum of the charges,Q5Q11Q2 , provides a mea-
sure of the photon energy. We consider below the ene

FIG. 1. I –V curve in the quiescent state~bottom! and in the dynamic state
~top!, with excess quasiparticles in the junction. The Fiske modes in
bottom curve are atV5120 and 150mV; we bias at 70mV. The top curve
is our estimate of theI –V with excess quasiparticles at an energy distrib
tion characterized byTEFF50.7 K. Inset shows possible tunneling process
8 © 2000 American Institute of Physics
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resolution of the total signal~Q!. Where we quote a quantit
for a signal junction, that single junction behaves like t
two junctions of our detector in parallel.

If all the charge is collected via tunneling,Q is equal
to the created charge,Q05eE/e5eN0 . We showed
previously3 that the charge collection is incomplete and th
the integrated charge depends on the dc bias voltage
explained below, this incomplete charge collection is due
some of the quasiparticles in the Al traps being at energ
Eqp.(DAl1eVdc). Their energy distribution was compute
in a microscopic calculation of the inelastic scattering
quasiparticles as they enter from the Ta absorber. An ef
tive temperature roughly characterizes this distribution.
use the theoretical value of the inelastic scattering param
for Al, t050.44ms.7 The tunnel time ist tun52.4ms.

In Fig. 1 we show the schematicI –V curves for a STJ
for two conditions:~1! the quiescent state, in which the qu
siparticles on both sides are in thermal equilibrium at
bath temperature,Tbath50.22 K; and~2! shortly after photon
absorption, when there are extra quasiparticles on the
side ~the trap! at a higher effective temperature,TEFF

50.7 K.8 These quasiparticles have not fully cooled to t
gap edge before they tunnel. The number of extra quasi
ticles in the trap is taken to be the number produced by
x-ray photon. We bias atVdc570mV, kTbath'18meV, and
kTEFF'60meV. For a quasiparticle in the trap atEqp

,(DAl1eVdc), there is only one tunneling process, trans
of charge to the right~see the inset, Fig. 1!. This is the case
for almost all thermally excited quasiparticles at our b
voltage and bath temperature. For electrons atEqp.(DAl

1eVdc) there are two possible processes: direct tunneling
the right, and a pair-mediated process which destroys a
on the right side and transfers a charge to the left~see the
inset, Fig. 1!. The pair-mediated process is more likely d
to the higher density of final states. ForTEFF50.7 K and
Vdc570mV, some of the quasiparticles are above the ene
(DAl1eVdc). Their charge flows on average in the ‘‘bac
ward’’ direction and this cancels some of the charge flow
in the ‘‘forward’’ direction from quasiparticles at lower en
ergy. Thus, the current and the integrated charge depen
Vdc; the initial charge in the Al trap is not fully transferred
the forward direction.9 We plot in Fig. 2 the experimenta
data for the integrated charge versusVdc. This compares
well to our microscopic calculation of the integrate

FIG. 2. Total chargeQ11Q2 vs bias voltage. The markers are the measu
data ~from two different cooldowns!, the solid line is a fit from a micro-
scopic calculation considering the energy distribution while tunneling.
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charge.3,10 In Fig. 1 note also that the slope of theI –V curve
is larger after photon absorption. The idea of incompl
cooling is discussed elsewhere11 ~‘‘balance energy’’ is used
instead ofTEFF!, but without computing effects on the nois

We now consider the implications for device resolutio
The previous theory for noise in STJ detectors considered
device electronic characteristics measured without
photon-induced current pulse, took into account only
noise in the signal band, and assumed full charge collect
We find the following when these assumptions are lifted:

DEtot
2 5DEstatistics

2 1DEcurrent
2 1DEbias

2 . ~2!

We do not find significant spatial broadening in our d
vices. We believe this is because the lateral diffusion in
Ta prior to trapping averages out small differences betw
different absorption locations. Devices with vertical trappi
structures2 do exhibit spatial broadening. The statistic
broadening, the first term in Eq.~2!, is given by Eq.~1! only
when the full created chargeeN0 is collected via tunneling.

A new statistical noise mechanism arises from the c
celing currents. The occurrence of the pair-mediated reve
process~Fig. 1, inset! has two effects: it annihilates a quas
particle from the trap so that the quasiparticle cannot tun
to the right and it transfers a charge in the reverse direct
thus subtracting a charge 2e from the total charge which
might be expected. If there aregN0 reverse tunneling events
the net charge is thenQ5eN0(122g). The gN0 quasipar-
ticles are chosen randomly from the initialN0 with its asso-
ciated statistical uncertainty. This uncertainty can domin
the creation statistics. We find the energy width due to c
ation statistics and cancellation is

DEstatistics52.355S 4g~12g!

~122g!2 1F D 1/2

~eE!1/2. ~3!

Here,F50.2. This expression does not include contributio
from quasiparticle recombination, charge multiplicatio
upon trapping, or backtunneling.10 Equation~3! is derived by
assuming a binomial distribution for the number of quasip
ticles that undergo the reverse tunneling process. Asg in-
creases this expression can significantly exceed that give
Eq. ~1!. Typical values forg are 0.1–0.2; ifg approaches 0.5
the expression in Eq.~3! diverges because the signal~Q!
goes to zero. Note that the transfer of a charge in the rev
direction makes the noise different than absorber loss, wh
only prevents a quasiparticle from tunneling. We discuss
tailed dependence on device parameters and the addit
statistical noise terms in a future paper.10

The second term in Eq.~2! is from current noise in the
signal band, which is integrated along with the signal c
rent, and thus causes variation of the integrated charge.
current noise spectral density in the signal frequency ban

DECurrent
2 }I TOT

2 5~ I Shot
2 !1~ I Johnson

2 !1~eTOT
2 /REFF

2 !. ~4!

Here,eTOT
2 is the total voltage noise spectral density in t

signal band; usually,eTOT
2 5eA

2, with eA due to the amplifier.
The shot-noise term 2eIdc and the Johnson noise term
4kT/Rf , due to the feedback resistor, are the stand

terms.12 However, the last term—current noise resultin
from the total voltage noise—is different in thatREFF is the
resistance during the pulse, not that in the quiescent sta
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The last term in Eq.~2! accounts for fluctuations in th
bias voltage that cause the integrated charge to vary from
pulse to the next. In our case, this fluctuation is caused by
low-frequency noise of our dc-coupled, wideband amplifi
This noise is outside of our signal band and causes qua
tively different noise behavior than the in-band noise. T
problem can be reduced by ac coupling the amplifier.

Two of the new noise sources, due to the reduced va
of REFF and due to low-frequency bias voltage fluctuation
can be quantitatively demonstrated in our devices. First c
siderREFF. We determinedREFF by physically adding to the
in-band amplifier voltage noiseeA an extra known noise
voltageeS due to the Johnson voltage noise of a series re
tor at room temperature. We measured the increase in
energy widthDETOT

2 as a function ofeTOT
2 5eA

21eS
2. The

data are shown in Fig. 3. We have accounted for the m
change in the current pulse due to this added series r
tance. The slope of the curve givesREFF51.7 kV.12 This is
much smaller thandVdc/dIdc of the quiescent state,'20 kV.
This predictsDE51663 eV due to the last term in Eq.~3!.

To investigate the effect of bias voltage fluctuations,
measured the variation of the dc voltage across the junc
under typical operating conditions in the quiescent state.
sampled the device voltage at the same rate and for a sim
time period as when x rays are detected. With our exist
amplifier the measured voltage variation due to 1/f voltage
noise is DV50.3560.07mVFWHM. This leads to an
energy widthDEbias5(E/Q)(dQ/dV) DV51162 eV.

The energy widths due to these two noise mechani
scale linearly with the energy,DE}E, and are thus more
significant at large photon energies than the energy width
Eq. ~1!. The magnitude of these mechanisms has not ty
cally been significant forE,1 keV in devices studied to
date. However, atE56 keV, the magnitude of each of thes
two terms can be comparable to the total of all other no
mechanisms. This is shown in Table I. Including these ter
we find that the predicted energy width matches well w
the experimental4 total. Future data over a range of param
eters should verify the scaling of these noise terms.

To reduce the magnitude of the noise sources we h
identified, one should make an effort to improve the elect
cooling. The main approaches are to lengthen the tunnel

FIG. 3. Energy resolution squared vs total voltage noise squared. A be
is obtained forREFF51.7 kV, instead of the 20 kV in the quiescent state
See Ref. 12 for calibration measurements. The inset shows a schema
the circuit, withRs the series resistor providing the excess voltage nois
ne
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and to bias at a larger dc voltage. The latter is not straig
forward in our present devices due to the presence of F
modes~Fig. 1!. A cold feedback resistor, a lower operatin
temperature to reduce the shot noise, and an ac coupled
plifier are also desirable. These improvements predict an
ergy resolution13 of 5.1 eV ~Table I!, close to the intrinsic
broadening of Eq.~1!. These considerations also provid
guidance for using materials with different scattering times10
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TABLE I. Energy resolution at 5.89 keV for the present device and fo
projected one. The projected device hasVdc5160mV, Tbath50.1 K, a tun-
nel timet tun512ms, a cold feedback resistor, and an ac coupled amplifi
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Noise mechanism
Present

DE ~eV!
Projected
DE ~eV!

Statistical width@Eq. ~3! and other terms# 8.7 4.7
Current noise: shot noise@Eq.~4!# 7.2 0.6
Current noise: Johnson@Eq. ~4!# 9.4 0.6
Amplifier voltage noise@Eq. ~4!# 16.0 1.8
Bias voltage fluctuations@Eq. ~2!# 11.0 0.6
DETOT ~predicted! 24.3 5.1
DETOT 25.4 ¯


